Abstract-To seek a decoding scheme with good performance, low complexity and fast convergence, we present an improved parallel weighted bit flipping (IPWBF) algorithm for finite geometry low-density parity-check codes whose parity check matrix is of heavy row and column weights. In the IPWBF, a bit flipping (BF) function and two parallel BF criteria, all of which scatter in the literature, are exploited jointly to serve our purpose. Meanwhile, differential evolution is used to optimize the involved parameters. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm achieves an observable performance gain over its counterparts without any complexity penalty. Furthermore, with respect to other known low complexity decodings such as normalized BPbased, the IPWBF yields a new performance versus complexity tradeoff, that is, higher throughput at the expense of moderate performance loss.
I. INTRODUCTION
Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes, given a sufficiently long block length, can approach Shannon limit with belief propagation (BP) decoding [1] . Lately, a class of finite geometry (FG) LDPC codes have attracted great interest, by virtue of the fact that they are encodable in linear time with feedback shift registers [2] . Compared to other classical LDPC codes, the FG-LDPC codes require much more complexity if using BP decoding, due to the heavy row and column weights in their parity check matrix.
There exist many low complexity decoding schemes applicable for the FG-LDPC codes, among which are the bit flipping (BF) variants and BP-based variants. In [3] , a BF function was devised wherein both the most and the least reliable bits involved in one check sum are taken into account. Further improvement was reported by weighting each term in the BF function [4] . A drawback of above BF variants is that only one bit is flipped per iteration, which is adverse to fast convergence. To lower the decoding latency caused by such serial BF strategy, [5] and [6] presented two methods in the form of multi-bit flipping per iteration. In [5] , when the number of flipping signals, counted for each codeword bit, reaches a predesigned threshold, the according bits will be flipped immediately. In [6] , the number of bits chosen to be flipped simply equals the quotient of the number of unsatisfied check sums divided by the column weight of the parity check matrix. Based on the framework of [5] , a delayhandling procedure [7] , implemented by delaying flipping those bits with their received values of higher magnitude from the noisy channel, can obtain an observable performance gain. With respect to serial flipping, these parallel flipping methods, or say multi-bit flipping methods, commonly show significant convergence advantage at no cost of performance loss.
At the cost of mild performance degradation, a substantial complexity reduction is achieved [8] for the BP-based algorithm, by estimating the complex tanh function of the BP algorithm with the simple min function. To compensate for the performance gap, with a minor complexity increase, the BP-based variants such as normalized Min-Sum (NMS) and offset Min-Sum (OMS) [9] , can achieve near BP performance. The a posteriori probability (APP) based variants [9] , further reduce the complexity and storage requirement by simplifying the computation occurred at the variable nodes end. For FG-LDPC codes, it is verified that the performance of APP-based variants only lags slightly behind that of BP-based variants.
As an extension to [7] , we adopt the BF function [4] in the proposed improved parallel weighted bit flipping (IPWBF) algorithm. Since he introduction of the delay-handling procedure [7] may increase the average number of decoding iterations, to mitigate this negative effect, the flipping criterion of [5] is attempted per iteration, and the chosen bits are flipped only when they meet all check sums. Otherwise, the flipped bits are re-chosen according to the criterion of [7] . It is hard to optimize the group of parameters involved in the IPWBF theoretically, hence the differential evolution [10] , known as a heuristic search method, is exploited to approximate the optimality. Simulation results demonstrate that the IPWBF excel the existing BF variants in terms of performance versus complexity. Furthermore, the IPWBF presents significantly less complexity compared to the BP-based variants, with the cost being mild performance degradation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the implementation of some BF and BP-based variants, as well as the application of differential evolution (DE). Simulation results and discussion are presented in Section III . Finally, Section IV concludes the work.
II. DECODING IMPLEMENTATION 
A. BF variants
In the LP-WBF of [3] , the BF function of variable node i at the l-th iteration is defined as
where M(i) denotes the neighboring check nodes of i, N (k) is the neighboring variable nodes of check node k, s
k is the k-th component of the syndrome s at the l-th iteration.
With the intuition that the more reliable bits involved in a check sum, the more reliable the check will be, the SZ-WBF [4] uses a BF function by weighting each term of the summation (1). That is,
where N (k)\i denotes the neighboring variable nodes of check node k excluding i, α 1 is an integer constant, β 1 is a real number, · is to obtain the set cardinality. For the serial BF decoding of SZ-WBF, only the bit having the lowest f
is flipped at the l-th iteration. Hence, it commonly requires a big designated I m for the serial BF decoding to converge.
Motivated by the observation that there is a positive correlation between the number of erroneous bits and that of unsatisfied check sums statistically, NT-WBF [6] suggests flipping λ (l) bits of the smallest f
defined by (1) at the l-th iteration,
where w h (·) denotes the calculation of Hamming weight, d v is the column weight of the parity check matrix, x is the integral part of x.
The parallel weighted bit flipping (PWBF) [5] uses the BF function of [11] , namely,
where N (k)\i denotes the neighboring variable nodes of check node k excluding i, β 2 is an real coefficient. Then at each iteration, for each unsatisfied check sum, a flipping signal is assigned to some involved bit. Lastly, those bits having received flipping signals no less than a threshold are flipped. To prevent some reliable bits from flipping hastily, LF-WBF [?] introduced a delay-handling procedure, which manifests itself in the IPWBF below as well.
Combining the BF function of SZ-WBF, the decoding framework of PWBF and the delay-handling procedure of LF-WBF, the proposed IPWBF proceeds as follows:
. Let a reliability threshold T be the value of the β 3 N -th smallest element of the array for all the codeword bits with (3). For each k ∈ {k|s Noticeably, before the next reset occurs, the duration of a i may last multiple iterations while that of b i is always one iteration. 7) l ← l + 1, if l < I m , goto step 3 to continue one more iteration. Otherwise, declare failure.
B. BP-based variants
At the check nodes end, compared with the BP in Loglikelihood ratio (LLR) domain, the NMS [9] , as one of the BP-based variants, approximates (6) with (7), which greatly reduces complexity.
Where L (l) j,i denotes the message sent from check node j to variable node i at the l-th iteration, Z (l−1) j,k denotes the message sent from variable node k to check node j at the (l − 1)-th iteration, β 4 , being a real number, functions as a scaling factor.
To further reduce complexity, at the variable node end, the calculating of (8) is replaced with (9) in the normalized APPbased (NAB) algorithm [9] .
Where F i is the initial LLR of received values. For the difference-set cyclic (DSC) codes, it was reported the NAB presents almost as good performance as the NMS [9] . Similar observation also holds for the FG-LDPC codes as shown in the simulation.
C. Differential evolution
Similar to the genetic algorithm, DE is a simple and reliable optimization tool [10] . A population of solution vectors are updated generation by generation via various operations until the population converges to the global optimum. Specifically, after initialization, mutation, combination and selection occur sequently for each vector in each generation, only those vectors with small objective values survive the evolution.
For the IPWBF at hand, DE is exploited to optimize the parameter vector (α 1 , α 2 , α 3 , β 1 , β 3 ) . With a given block of received sequences, the objective function of DE is to find the minimum bit error rate (BER). To save computation, each parameter is roughly assigned an evaluation interval beforehand. That is, α 1 It is assumed that (α 1 , β 1 ) = (9, 0.5) for the SZ-WBF , (α 2 , β 2 ) = (10, 1.8) for the PWBF, as indicated in the literature [4] [5] . While the IPWBF uses the approximated parameter values as mentioned in the preceding section. Extensive simulations show that fixing the parameter values for various BF variants only incur negligible performance loss. In other words, the decoding performance is not sensitive to the parameters varying in a range.
For the BP-based variants, using the DE, we similarly obtain β 4 = 3.7 for the NMS, β 4 = 7.1 for the NAB.
A. Simulation results
For FG-LDPC (1023,781) code, the frame error rate (FER) curves of all BF variants and BP-based variants are plotted in Fig. 1 . [4] , which proves effective to prevent the decoding from being trapped in an infinite loop, is exploited for the LP-WBF and the SZ-WBF. In contrast, it offers only marginal improvement for the parallel BF variants, as reported in [6] .
Let A ni denote the average number of iterations, as seen in Fig. 2 , the LP-WBF and SZ-WBF demonstrate a significantly larger A ni , due to the serial bit flipping strategy. Moreover, for the other decoding schemes, the PWBF, the IPWBF and the NAB present similar A ni in all SNR region; While the NMS and the NT-WBF present the least and the most A ni , respectively. 
B. Complexity analysis
In the following, we will address the complexity of FG-LDPC (1023,781) code, the similar conclusion also holds for the other FG LDPC codes. For the code of interest, its H is square, both the column weight d v and the row weight d c are 32. It is generally hard to accurately describe the required complexity for each decoding scheme, thus the data obtained in the simulation will be presented instead.
For all BF variants, their complexity roughly consists of three parts: The preprocessing, the BF function updating and the to-be-flipped bits selecting. Ignoring the simple binary operations, it suffice to address the dominant real additions only, if one real comparison is regarded as one real addition. For instance of the IPWBF, at the stage of preprocessing, in order to obtain the w i,k , f i,k of (3) Table- II is the number of real additions per sequence, which accounts for most complexity. Actually, besides the dominant real additions, the NT-WBF requires a small amount of divisions to determine the number of bits to be flipped. One multiplication for each bit is required when initializing its BF function for the PWBF. It also needs to be pointed out that both the NAB and NMS require A ni Nd v divisions when the scaling factor β 4 is a real number. To sum up, Table- III gives the complexity composition for each BF variant, Also attached are the complexity expressions for the NAB and NMS as stated in [3] , where · is the ceiling function.
After studying Fig. 1 and Table- II, we can draw the conclusion that the proposed IPWBF achieves a competitive tradeoff between performance and complexity among the other BF variants. Moreover, the class of BF variants in general shows a substantial advantage over the BP-based variants in terms of complexity, at the cost of moderate performance loss, IV. CONCLUSION A new BF variant, labeled IPWBF, is put forward in the paper. It pools some characteristics of the existing BF variants, namely, the definition of the SZ-WBF, the framework of the WZ-WBF and the delay-handling procedure of the LF-WBF. After optimizing the related parameters with differential evolution, the IPWBF demonstrates the best performance versus complexity tradeoff over the other BF variants.
For FG-LDPC codes, the column weight of their parity check matrix will increase with the block length. The performance of each BF variant is attributed to the large column weight, the subject how to theoretically explain the relationship between the performance of the BF variant and the column weight remains to be explored in future work. 
